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Let C.(s, t/2z) be the error-term in the approximate unctional

equation tor (s), i.e.

-,

’

.(s,t/2)=2(s) ,’ d(n)n---Z2(s) nt/2a d(n)n
nat/2
where Z(s) is the -actor in the unctional equation or (s), and the prime
indicates that d($/2z) and d(t/2z) are halved; naturally we use the convenion that d(x)=O i x is not an iteger.
The problem of finding an asymptotic expansion or (s, t/2z) hs
been solved in our ormer note [2] when =1 the symmetric case. Here
we shall show a solution or the non-symmetric case where is a rational
number with a ’not-too-large’ denominator. To state our result we introduce
some notations: Let (, 1)=l, and

(x,

x

1/k)=’ d(n) exp(2ziln/k)-- log--+2y--1 ) --E(0, l/k),

where y is the Euler constant, and E(0, 1/) is the value at s=0 of the
analytic continuation o

E(s, I/)

d(n) exp (2ziln / k)n

We put
Y(s, l/k)= -exp (zi/4)(2z/t)l/(1/k)l-szl(lt/2zk, l/k)
1 exp
(zi/4)(l/k)l/2-s(kl/2zt)I/4 d(n)

+-/
exp (

n:l

2=iin k)h(n / kl)n -/,

where li=_ 1 (mod k) nd

h(x)-=S: exp (--izrx)(
Theorem.

/ l)-/2d.

Let (k,/)=1, lk, kl=t (log t) -2. Then we have, for O=a

1,

;(1--s)’2(s, lt/2zk)= Y(s, l/k)+ Y(1-, k/1)/O((l/k)I/-(kl/t)I/2(logt)).
Remarks. As has been observed by Jutil ([1, p. 105]), C2(s, at/2z)=
/2 (log t) when cr is very close to 1 (e.g. a=l-ct-/). Thus, i kl}}t then
C.(s, lt/2zk) cannot be small in general. But our result implies that i kl
is relatively small then the approximation becomes significant. This
reminds us of the ’major-rc, minor-arc’ situation in the theory of trigonometrical method. It should be noted also that the O-term in our theorem
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may be replaced by an asymptotic series in terms of (kl/t) /.
2. We show here an utline of the proof. The details will be given

elsewhere.
By the splitting argument of Dirichlet we get, as before,
n -1 f-{CI(S, (lt/2rl)ln)}
P2(s, lt/2k)=2Z(s)ls-ll
n<(t/2kl)U
/2G(s, 1/k)+2)2(s)G(1-s, k/l),

where

G(s, 1/k)-

n-sl(s, lt/2kn)
n<=(tl/2nk)lz

and

’(s, x)=(s)--, n---)(s)

.

nx

n -1.
n<=t/2zx

,

We note that the integral representation, due to Riemann and Siegel,
d’(s, x) is valid s far as x << t Thus we have, or kl t
n exp (-2ikn[lt/2kn]/l)
G(s, 1/k)--(2i)-)(s)(1/k) 1-

-

n<(tl/2k)/

j(exp

(w/2zikn/1)--l) -1 exp (iwlt/8zkn2/{lt/2zkn}w)dw
/ O((s)(1 k)/-(kl t) / log $),
where (x}=x--[x], and L is a straight line in the direction arg w--/4,
passing between 0 and 2i. The transformation f this integral is conducted as in [2], and we see that it is eclual t
--(kn 1)i + 1/ exp (i 4)(8kn lt)

/

(({lt/2kn}- )(kn/1)+ (exp (2ikn/1)- 1)-1(1--(kn/1)))
-1 (/) F(w) exp (iw/2)(cs (w))-l(2kn/t)
m
kn(mod l)

-

exp (2im{lt/2kn}/1)

m -w exp (-2zim{lt/2kn}/1))dw,
m=/cn(mod l)

where (x)--I i x is an integer, and --0 otherwise. Inserting this into
the ormula for G(s, l/k) we recluce the problem to the asymptotic evaluation of the sums
t/2Icl l

q-

(exp (2ikn/1)--l)
n0(mod t)
n<(tl/2zk)l/2

-

exp (--2ikn[lt/2zkn]/1)

n

nw -’ exp (imt kn)

K(w, m)-m(mod l)
n<=(lt/2k)/z
1-1

exp (2i ffm/1)

--2i1-1
f=O

In fact we have
G(s, / k) ---1--X(s)k’-11-"
2

+ M / O(Z(s)(l

,

,

n<= (l t/2,rk) l

n< t/2Icl)]

-1

exp

imt kn)

m(mod l)

n.

-1

sin (mr kn + 2fn 1).

n -1 +exp (-i/4)(2/t)l/(k/1)’H

k)’/z-’(lcl )/ log ),
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where

M= (4=i)-Z(s)(1/k)

-
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,

F(w) exp (iw/2)(cos(w))-(2k/t)
m-K(w, m)dw.
m=l
By an elementary computation one may conclude that
(514)

H

zl(lt/2k,

k/1)

d(lt/2zk) exp (-- it)

/ O(1 log (2/)).

To K(w, m) we apply the summation formula of Poisson, and evaluate
resulting integrals by the saddle point method. The asymptotic result thus
obtained is inserted into the w-integral in the ormula for M, and we find
that M is equal to

_1 exp (--i/4)(l/k)/-(kl/2t) /4

d(n)n -/4 exp (2ifcn/1)h(--n/kl)

/ O(Z(s)(1 k)/-(kl / t)/(log t)O.

Cllecting these we end the proof.
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